Assessing multi-target SAR by using
pharmacological & pathway data from the public domain
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Workflow: using Open PHACTS API calls

Background

 Retrieving small compound bioactivity data from
Open PHACTS Discovery Platform [2] for all ‚Single
Protein‘ targets in the ErbB Signalling pathway by
using Open PHACTS API calls embedded in a KNIME
workflow [3]

ErbB Signaling Pathway
(Homo sapiens)

 Finding new drug candidates that have the potential to become effective medicines has
become increasingly challenging as our understanding of the relevant disease biology has
developed.

Pathway Information: Get Targets
54 NCBI Genes

 Whereas in the past the ‘Holy Grail’ was to identify molecules that selectively modulate just
one biological target, there is now the realisation that complex diseases require more
advanced approaches, for example, investigations that include the extension of traditional
single-target structure-activity-relationship (SAR) studies towards delineating approaches,
which deliver therapeutically relevant multi-target activity profiles. This strategy offers new
opportunities towards a more holistic and mechanistic view of target modulation by small
molecules in biological context.

Target Pharmacology: List
55 ChEMBL targets (all target types)
108,123 bioactivities
65,822 unique compounds

Filter for:
- Target Type:‘Single Protein’
- Activity endpoint: ‘Potency’, ‘IC50’, ‘EC50’,
‘AC50’, ‘Ki’, ‘Kd’
- Activity unit: nM

Target Pharmacology:
List
Filters
62 targets
x bioactivities
x compounds
Calculate –log (Activity) [molar]

 Since open life science data and collaborative drug discovery projects are enabling
academic researchers to enter a world of increasing abilities when mining, interpreting, and
extrapolating data, concurrently a need for computational approaches that help to manage
and process the vast amount of information is emerging.

 Clustering of the data on basis of Bemis-Mucko
framework [4] identity
 Heat map representation
 Inspecting SAR profiles of congeneric data sets

Remove rows with:
-Unspecified activity values
- Potential data errors

103,995 bioactivities
63,622 unique compounds

Research questions

Set –log (Activity) threshold to 6 (1µM)
1 for active, 0 for inactive

Does clustering by Bemis-Murcko frameworks lead
to series of compounds.....

Figure S1
Pivoting: compounds vs. targets
(maximum activity values are used)

 In our previous study we delivered a workflow for identification of targets and compounds
in pathways that were related to certain diseases by enriching the data with Gene Ontology
(GO) and ChEBI annotations [1].

1. …..tested against the same targets?
Calculate Bemis-Murcko scaffolds &
cluster by scaffolds

Filters

Aim of the study

Keep Murcko clusters with
≥ 20 member compouds;
Filtesmeasured against ≥ 10 targets

How do (poly)pharmacological patterns look like? 
SAR studies

Keep Murcko only clusters with
≥ 7 heavy atoms;
MW ≤ 500

23 clusters of congeneric compounds with
interesting polypharmacological
profile
Figure 3

 To obtain a convenient, fully flexible workflow for visualizing and retrieving multitarget SAR datasets in an automated fashion, which is able to deliver small molecule
information in the context of biological pathways.

2. …..originating from various publications?

Heat map representation & table output
( for all available data points before the
‘Pivoting’ including data provenance)

Figure S2

 Open PHACTS KNIME nodes can be retrieved
from: http://github.com/openphacts/OPS-Knime

Scheme of the applied workflow: OPS version 1.3 (ChEMBL_16) and KNIME
2.9.4 was used

Results & Discussion
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Full heatmap representation of ‚single protein‘ targets vs compounds from
ErbB signalling pathway (human) after ‚Pivoting‘ in binary format (red:
active; blue: inactive; grey: no measurement): OPS version 1.3 (ChEMBL_16)
and KNIME 2.9.4 was used

Cluster 1

bioactivities

Data provenance
 for some clusters (e.g. Cluster 4), the majority of the bioactivities originate from one paper: e.g. PMID 18849971 in Cluster 4
 other clusters (e.g. Cluster 1) are composed of bioactivity entries from a great variety a different publications:
e.g. 93 different PMID‘s for just ErbB1 in Cluster 1

Conclusions
 Integrating small compound data from whole pathways of interest delivers a complex picture of
polypharmacological profiles in their biological context.
 Clustering these data by Bemis-Murcko scaffolds is a useful way to detect congeneric SAR series of compounds.

 Since integration of data from different providers is an essential element of Open PHACTS, data provenance is of
huge importance.

Cluster 4 full table output: For each compound in the cluster, all primary bioactivity entries are retained, including information about the activity type, the
exact activity value, assay conditions, and provenance of the data (PMID‘s or DOI‘s)!

As a consequence, our workflow not only
 delivers congeneric datasets to be used for (multi-label) SAR studies,
 but it is also capable of conveniently comparing assay descriptions, or underlying literature sources.

